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Dedicated to Professor S. Tomatsu on his 60th birthday

On Algebraic Number Fields whose

Class Numbers are Multiples of 3
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§1. 1ntrOdUCtiOn

As usual we denote by Z and Q the ring of rational integers and the rational number

field respectively.

T . Honda proved in 1967 the following theorem (cf. 〔1〕) by means of dealing with the

monic irreducible polynomials of degree 3 1n Z 〔χ 〕 such that each of their splitting fields

is unrarnified over its quadratic subfield respectively. Namely; 1

THEoREM. (Hod a) Set K(m, n) = Q(√石戸二回マ )し/br m, nEZ. U (m, 3n) = 1 (tnd 廿m c(m-

not be repre8ented 流 (1 Jor・ (n 十 h3)几 面 th he Z , the d as8 nu・ beT of K (・ , n) 18 a ・ 這 砲pte

Of 3.

ln this paper, using the solvability of the alternative group j 4 0f degree 4, we shan prove

in general that algebraic number fields of degree n! ノ12 0f certain type, where 77≧ 4, have

class numbers which are always divisible by J (Theorem 1) . M oreover, considering lthe spe

cial case where 71= 4, we shan give the quadratic number fields of another type such that

their class numbers are also multiples of 3 (Theorem 4) .

§2. Main theOremS

Let 尺 be an algebraic number field. ln following we shall say that 尺 is an & -eχtension

of Q if the Galois group G仄/Qパ s isomorphic to the symmetric group & of degree 72.

THEoREM 1. Let J(X ,) be a ・ onic iΥΥedud )te poL:yno・ id of degTee、n≧ 4 加 Z〔χ〕, gylose

Toot8 (lnd d18cTim蜃 a戒 司e denote b:y θ1, ‥ ・ , & and D ・resl)ed iw り . M oTeouer, 1et K be the

8倆tt臨gμdd of f(χ) 皿d 8uppo8ethat K is (m S。-eが四丿面 q/゙ Q. ILf theTe eχ18t no p喊me

ided s in K 切ho8e 7・cl・ iJlc(1tion 臨deχe8 切ith Te8ped to Q (lTe ・ uttil)les qj̀ 3, 伍en the class

nmber j theμddFこQ(√7)7θ1, ‥. , & -い (汀n= 4, thenF= Qぐ√瓦))18 amutt屈e(J 3,

PRooF. lt is clear from our assumption that the Galois group G限 /F ) is isomorphic to the

alternative group j 4 0f degree 4. Hence, it fG110ws immediately from the solvability of y14

that there eχists an intermediate field L between F and 尺 such that LyF is an abelian eχten.
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sion of deF ee 乱 Now , from our assumption it follows immediately that L is unramified over

私 and this implies that theclass皿゜ bel’ of F is a multipleof a q. e. d.

lt is kllo゙ 11 that there exist polynomia1s of several types in Z 〔χ〕 such that each oL their

splitting fields has no finite prime ideals which ramify‥over 止e quadratic subfield (cf. 〔2〕i

〔3〕 and 〔4〕). lf weapplyTheorem l tothesepolynomials, thenwehaveimmediatelythefo1-

10wing theorem; _

・ T H E o R E M 2 . L d n o t a t i o l l s b e ( 1 8 1 n l ¯ 7 x o r e m 1 α 7 1 d s t z p p o s e 尺 訟 a 7 1 & - e が 四 j o j Q .

U J(X) 18 a笥 oneof 硫e加Uo辰昭;

(1) 匹り = や ーαX十b, 槌heTe((n一1)a, nb) = j,

(2) J(X) = 矛 一αχ2十b, 切heTe(2(n一2)a, nb) = j ,

(3) J(X) = や ーαy 土1, 切heTe (n, 8(n- り丿= j,

(4) 九幻= ぼー(1y(X一砂土1, 切here8十t二れ皿d (n, bs十副 = j,

硫en the cta8s numbeT j the Jidd F = Qぐ√瓦 θI , …‥, & - 4) (iJ n二 4, then F= Q (J Ty)) is at-

匍(l:y8 di tXible by 3 .

PRooF. Since there exist no finite prime ideals in 尺 which ramify in KZQ(√拐 in every

caseinour theorem (cf, 〔2〕. 〔3〕 and 〔4〕), ourassertionfollows immediately from Theorem

L q. e. d.

Now, we shall show that we can extend the polynomials of types (1) , (2) and (3) in The-

orem 2 to the Eisenstein polynomials respectively. Namely, we have the fonowing;

THEoREM 3 . Let notd ion8 be (ls 緬 TheoTe机 1. MoTeolJeT, tet l) 1, ‥ ・ 貨 be prime nm

d嚇eTent斤omea(甫 other and al, ‥・ , 叫 bepo8mpeintege78, S叩T)oseK isctn Sn-eχtenston

j Q. lf μX八s (1n3・one (j゛thej oUo司ing;

(5) ブ(χ)= や 一叩? ‥・折 χ十佃1. ‥會, 聞heTe (3n(lb, 1)1‥. pJ= 1 (md ((n一I)a, nb) = j ,

(6) が瓦)= r 一a爺1‥べ)i χ2十佃1. ‥鍬, g加re砂回ら択‥. 鍬)= I 皿d(2(n一2)(1, nb)= j,

(7) f(X)= Xll―叩y‥. ダ’y 士皿‥べpT, 切heTe(3皿, p1‥ぶ )二1 (1nd(n, 8(R一JJ= j,

硫en 臨 c臨 8 n mber (j ` the Jidd F二 Q(√7y ∂1, . ‥ , ぬ -4) (汀 n= 4, then F二 Q(√7) ) 加 ㎡一

匹zjys 冶回心 砂 J.

PRooF. W e denote by p any one of prime numbers pl, ‥ . , 鍬 and let 叩 and p beprime

ideals in 尺 and ん= 研 ∂1j respectively such that we have pl(p) and 判 p. Since ブ留川 s an

Eisenstein polynomial with respect to prime numb゙er p, it is well known that we have φ) 二

岬. Hence, if we suppose 雫・ || φj, theh we have nle clearly. Now, we denote by T and U

the inertial field and the first ramification field of 畢 in KノQ respectively and we set 戸 =

〔尺: U〕, where 1ノ≧μandeo= 〔V: T〕 respectively. Then, as wehavee二eoptひo, 丿二j ’and

nloreover 脇 句二j in our case, it follows 川eoclearly. SincetheGaloisgroup GCV/刀 is a

cyclic group with order e0, it is easily seen that there exists an element of G仄 /qラ whose

order is e0. But, since the Galois group G仄 /Q) is isomorphic to the symmetric group &

of degree 7z, it follows easily that there exists no element of G床 /Qj whose order is a prop-

er multiple of 瓦 Hence, we must have eo= 71. Moreover, if 雫 ramifies in K/F , then the ram-

ification index of 雫 in K/F must be a power of p because we have ん⊂F and φ) = 伊. Hen-

ce, if the ramification index of 叩 in KyF is divisible by J: then we must have p= 3. But in

our case we have p≠X from our assumption. Thus, if we denote by L the intermediate fie-

ld betwgen F and 尺 which is an abelian eχtension of degree 3 0ver 瓦 then the factor of (p)
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1n L is unranlified in L /F clearly.

Finally, for any prime number g different from 芦 G= j , ‥ . , f) we can easily verify that

every prime factor of Gj in 尺 is unranlified in KZF , because as in cases (1) , (2) and (3) in

Theorem 2 every prime factor of Q夕in 尺 is unramified in A:/q (√7) ) .

§3. TheCaSen= 4

Now, we shall deal with the case where 71= 4 1n (5) . lt is easily seen that the discriminant

of polynomial J(X) = X 4- u 十心is equal to l) = 44ろ3- j 3α4. Using this xve can prove the fol-

10wing theorem. N amely;

THEoREM t Let ct (1nd b be Td iond integeT8 ctnd p1, ‥ . , 折 be T)Time numbeT8 d嚇 eTent

JTom each other 8uch th(lt w huE (6(1b, p1‥yp, )こ 1 (md (3(l, 4b) = j . 訂go四r, yd α1, ‥. ,

ar be po81tiue integeT8. U 槌e haりe ei硫er

叩八 ‥夕戸≡土j (mod j )
(8) で佃1‥. 貨≡7 (mod 3)

o「

叩ご‥. 夕戸≡±2 (mod5)
(9) ↓佃L ‥折≡j (mod 5),

硫en 硫e d(188 numbeT (J the qu(1dTatic numbeT Jidd

い QC

18 di粧81bte 胎 3 .

PRooF. Set J(X ) = χ4十apf1‥ . ) 戸χ十 佃L ‥ 貨 , where we suppose (6砧 , 皿 ‥ . pリ ェ j and

(3C1, 4b) = j , then thediscriminant o聡yCり is Dこ (pχ. ‥折丿匈4昂- J‰4パ゜1̄3‥. イ ゛¯3) cleal゙’

1y. lf the splitting field 尺 o町 (Tχ) is an S4-eχtension of Q, then our assertion follows imme-

diately from Thaorem 3. Hence, we have only to prove that 尺 is an S4-eχtension of Q in

our cases.

(a) Case (8)

we have either ’

涯眉≡X4- X十j≡ぼ十月ぼ3- X2十X十月 (modJ)

o「

ブ収片 X4十X十j≡僕一刀ぼ3十X2十X一刀 (mod j )

and both X 3- X 2十X + j and X 3+ X 2+ X - j are irreducible with respect to mod J. M ore-

over D is prime to 3 clearly. F rom these factS we can easily prove that the Galois group

G床/Q夕contains anelement of order 3、 0n theother hand, astheramificatinnindeχof each

factor of φJ in 尺 with respect to q is equal to 4 dearly, it is easily seen that G限 /Q) con-

tains an element whose order is 4. N ow , from these facts it follows immediately that G仄 /Q )

is isomorphic to S4.

(b) case (9) ..

we have either ’

y留片 X4- 2X十j≡収一刀収3十X2十X一刀 (mod 5)

o「

ソ区片 X4+ 2X十j≡ぼ十月収3- X2十X十丿 mod5」

and bnth X 3十X2十X 一j and X 3- X 2十X 十 j are irreducible with respect to mod 5. M oreo-
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ver, it is easily seen tha:t £) is not divisible by 5 because we have p≡ - j (mod 5 ) . F rom

these facts we can easily prove that G削 /Q) is isomorphic to S4 as well as in case (8) .

p. e. b.

Example 1. 1f yぐχ)= χ4+ 7χ十 7, thqnwe have Q (√瓦)二Q (√死洵, wh’ose class number is 3.

Example 2. 11 J(X)こ X4 - 13X 十26, then we have q (√7) ) = q (√茫万わ, whose class number

is &

§4. TheCaSen= 5

F inally, we shall deal with the case where 77= 5. 1n (5) and (6) . N amely, we have the fo1-

10wing theorem.

THEoREM 5. Let J(χ) be (l monic irfeducible l)o肺 omid 一司 degree 5 1n Z 〔χ〕, g加 se md

(1nd discTim桓a戒 切edenoteo and D Te8pectiw し MoreoueT, Let (1 (1nd b be 伍tegeT8 (1nd p1, ‥ . ;

pT be pTi・ e number8 dJ eTent 斤 om e(1ch otheT such that me haりe (’15晶 , p 1‥ . prj = l and (6a,

5り= 1. U 切ehaoeeither

(10) バX)二XS- 叩仁 ‥pyX十伽1. ‥pr, 扨heTeal, . . . , αΓαΓepos雨詑 f戒昭ersα7zdap沢‥

py≡- 2 (mod耳), 佃1… 鍬≡j (mod耳),

o「

(11) 冗刀= X5- 叩仁 ‥イ’χ2十伽1‥. p。, 品erea1, ・・. , αΓ(xγepos沢z肥加1昭eγsα71d 滅法e『

叩匹 ‥py≡佃1‥. 鍬≡- j (mod 3) or 叩匹 ‥py≡- j (mod j 7) 皿d bp1‥. 鍬≡j (mod

耳), then伍eda88 nu・ beTof 仇ejldd F= Qぐ√瓦¯∂川sdiりisibLeby 3.

PRooF. W e denote by 尺 the spitting field of y(χλ From Theorem 3 we have only toprove

that’尺 is an S5-extension of Q. But this is done for both cases in 〔4〕 and 〔2〕 respectively.

Namely, for case (10) wehave
¶

J(X)E (X2十夕X十j剛削3+ 8×2+ 3X十丿副 (mod耳)

and this implies that the GaIois group G削 /qj contains a transposition and hence G削 /Q川 s

isomorphic to S5 clearly. F or case (11) we have either 犬

ルり≡ぼ2- X十丿ぼ3十X2.

0 「

J(X片 ぼ2十X十匈削3- X2- 2X十δ) (mod j 7)

and hence it is easily seen that G削 /q ) is isomorphic to S5 as well as in case ( 10) .
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